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My Investigation

     In my work, I sought to explore and critically examine humanity. I began by looking inward, thinking 
about myself and my own place in the world. COVID-19’s vice grip on the world put the rest of my 
human reality into perspective, challenging the things I knew and interrupting my contributions to 
society; through my own struggle to find a balance between maintaining my “productive life” and 
staying safe, I began to branch outward, thinking more deeply about other people’s struggles, and, 
eventually, the idea of humanity as a whole. From there, I shifted my focus to animal subjects.

     Through  subsequent pieces I aimed to represent my questions about humanity visually. I depicted 
animal subjects in human situations to represent different facets of life: jobs, obligations, family, 
beauty, etcetera. In some of my work I reversed the roles of humans and animals, flipping the viewers’ 
expectations to evoke thoughtful questioning of the established roles. All throughout, I followed the 
animal subjects and let the viewer observe their complex lives through a detached, disambiguated 
lens.



Anxiety
Working with a limited 
palette of oil pastels, I 
wanted to abstract my 
image by picking colors for 
my palette based solely on 
value, or how light or dark 
each color was, and not 
focusing on hue. The result 
was rather visually 
interesting.



How do you choose between safety and productivity?

The short answer is: you don’t… the long answer is 
complicated. Starting off the year with a self portrait, 
chose to represent myself with oil pastels, enjoying the 
feeling of creating waxy, “melty” picture. The discordant 
color palette described in my process worked effectively 
to create a highly anxious, unsettling atmosphere.
In my follow-up piece, I continued my questions by 
representing the feeling of going back to school with 
myself facing a horde of twisted creatures. 



Charcoal Portraits



How does our perception of others differ from reality?

For this piece I used a website called This 
Person Does Not Exist, which uses an AI 
algorithm to generate faces of people who—as 
the name suggests—do not exist. Drawing from 
my own experiences with “imposter syndrome,” I 
used charcoal and pushed the shadows on each 
following portrait to slowly change the mood of 
each image without altering the original subject. 
My intention was to draw parallels between my 
struggle for self perception and our subsequent 
perception of other people. It is up to the viewer 
to decide which portrait is the “true” inner self of 
the person being depicted, as these people, 
quite literally, do not exist.



Pests



How does our treatment of animals reflect on our humanity?

This piece started with the ironic concept of an 
insect pest control officer flushing out an 
infestation of humans from a home, and was 
eventually fleshed out from that visual gag to a 
full colored pencil illustration. I drew inspiration 
from the detailed illustration style of artists like 
Norman Rockwell, using the high detail to 
capture the form of the insect and contrasting 
the bright and cheerful quality of the room with 
the abject strangeness of the premise. 
Through this unusual scenario I wanted to 
consider humankind’s interactions with animal 
life. What would it be like to be considered a 
“pest?” By lowering the camera and looking up 
at something usually minuscule, I wanted to 
replicate the feeling of being a pest for the 
audience. 



Fish I accurately guessed that anthropomorphising fish would be complicated so 
I spent some time studying their forms and throwing around ideas.



What parts of humanity are determined by societal perception?

In this piece I took a slightly more “human perspective,” 
choosing to criticize the idea of popular beauty standards. I 
went with the idea of a fish using a descaler as a razor to 
represent the lengths people will go to in order to achieve an 
impossible appearance. In this case, it is physically impossible 
for the fish to turn into a persons as they are two entirely 
different things, but the fish woman still tries, dedicated to 
maintaining an appearance of humanity. The fishbowl structure 
of the room was intentional, both mirroring and actual fishbowl, 
and representing the way people obsess over their appearance 
as if they are a creature to be admired. One’s appearance can 
both humanize them by making them more approachable, 
socially, to other people, and dehumanize them by making 
them distant from their own wants, needs, and comfort.



How do we separate ourselves from animals?

Replicating the style of old 1950s advertisement 
illustrations, I used colored pencil to depict the 
domestic life of the fish people. The theme of 
beauty standards is still present from the last 
image, specifically in the fact that the little girl is 
wearing a wig and playing with a human doll, but 
this time I chose to focus on the concept of the 
nuclear family, broadening the question of social 
perception. 
Being perceived as a “perfect human” goes 
beyond just appearance, branching out to 
include your behavior, relationships, actions, 
and associations. Here we get only a snapshot 
of this act, but the way the fish people 
masquerade is present in their everyday lives.



Cows

How can you communicate the idea 
of a cow in as few shapes as 
possible? In my process I practiced 
by abstracting the figures of my 
subjects through different mediums. 
These would be helpful in my 
progression.



What things do humans do that animals can’t?

In this piece, I sought to depict animals in 
human jobs. The cows in this piece are part of 
an assembly line and are looking over hubcaps 
for cars. 
I chose to use charcoal because I wanted to 
represent the grainy, high contrast visual style of 
a black and white photograph, giving the scene 
a feeling of authenticity. I sacrificed direct details 
for more abstract shapes and a stronger 
atmosphere. 
I started the production of this piece by 
researching pictures of assembly line workers 
from a certain time period, and then used a 
combination of direct drawing with charcoal and 
blending with a sponge to create hard and soft 
areas of color. 



What things do humans do that animals don’t?

Here I painted several cows in a 
slaughterhouse, judging the grade of meat. I 
chose watercolor for its ability to portray a range 
of color contrasts and intensities, wanting to 
make the palette muted and washed out in 
certain places, like the relatively mundane work 
jackets, and vibrantly bright in others, like the 
red parts of the meat.
My choice to depict a slaughterhouse seemed 
obvious with the subject of cows, but that was 
not my only inspiration. I specifically aimed to 
make the cuts of meat ambiguous to keep the 
viewer guessing as to whether they were from 
other cows, or human. 



Artist Studies





Culminating Piece

A family portrait felt like the most fitting way to 
end this project, given that one of the most 
noticeable things that separates human beings 
from animals is their capacity to love others.
I decided to use oil paints to capture the 
likeness of old family portraits. I also chose 
subjects from each one of my animal situations 
to bring all the different scenarios, across time 
and space, together. While each individual has a 
specific set of rules and expectations they abide 
by, whether that be in their appearance, job, or 
interactions with others, they all convene at the 
end of the day to be with the ones closest to 
them.


